
RELEASE 
YOUR FULL POTENTIAL 

BUSINESS PARTNER
HR STRATEGIC

ACADEMY

Accelerated MBA-based 
programme for HR Directors 
and HR Managers



In Your Hands is about sparking 
positive transformation. We’re 

about creating flash points 
where change happens, where 
people are inspired to do their 
jobs better, and to lead more 

effectively. We don’t just go 
through the motions of corporate 

training – we’re dedicated to 
unleashing the promise that is 

present inside every participant, 
and to ensuring that they are 
inspired to take their learning 

with them and apply it.

EXPERIENCE 

THE IMPACT THAT 

WELL-DESIGNED, 

WELL-DELIVERED 

WELL-SUPPORTED 

LEARNING CAN 

DELIVER.



CONTENT AND HYPERLINKS

Strategic HR - ensuring sustainable business 
growth

HR Strategic Business Partner Academy - 
Overview 

MODULE 1: 
Key Financial and Business KPIs 

MODULE 2: 
Dynamic Business Strategy 

MODULE 3: 
Leadership, Organizational culture and 
Business results

MODULE 4: 
Creating long-term Business Value through 
Strategic HR

MODULE 5: 
Delivering Business Value through Corporate 
Projects

MODULE 6: 
Organizational Efficiency
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In HR we often discuss that there's only one case in business history when Human 

Resources Director has become CEO of a Fortune 500 company. Furthermore, in 

many business interviews becomes obvious that the CEO and CFO perceive the HR 

function not as a part of the strategic top management, but as a support function 

- yes, important, but still a support one. Well, we all know that such attitude and 

believes are fundamentally wrong and risky for the business.

The organizations became extremely multi-generational, the models we know do not 

work anymore, and the efficiency is the new mantra. So no matter how successful 

product and business model the companies have, if they can't adapt quickly, they 

won't succeed. But who, if not our key people are those who move organizations 

ahead.

The HR function deserves to have its place at the table of the strategic management 

discussions, but it needs to prove the measurable business value that it delivers to 

the organization. To do so, the HR managers should be able to speak at the language 

of all other functions by using the appropriate financial, strategic and corporate 

terminology. 

The HR Strategic Business Partner Academy offers accelerated learning on business 

acumen and a holistic perspective towards all business functions. The Academy 

provides the Big picture of a company and what makes the business successful. 

There emerges the strategic role of the HR function, since people are the key 

company resource that creates the success. During the Academy's modules we will 

analyze how the HR should collaborate with each of the other functions in order to 

become a true strategic partner of the business. 

STRATEGIC HR – 
ENSURING SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS GROWTH



Once you see
the BIG PICTURE

your way forward
you can clearly see!



BUSINESS 
MODULES

WORLD-CLASS KNOW HOW

FULLY  INTEGRATED

HR STRATEGIC BUSINESS 
PARTNER ACADEMY
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HR managersAccelerated MBA-based programme for

MODULE 1:  Key Financial and Business KPIs   
Which functions within the organization are cost centers and how is the HR function 
considered? Learn how to identify critical elements affecting profitability and explore 
the cause-and-effect relationship between different key performance indicators at a 
corporate level. 

MODULE 2:  Dynamic Business Strategy 
Which are the key elements of a corporate strategy and what makes it successful in a 
rapidly changing marketplace? Understand the big picture of how the business works 
and how the HR contributes.

MODULE 3:  Leadership, Organizational culture and Business results 
How you deliver is just as important and as what you deliver. Experience and understand 
which are the key mechanisms for creating a corporate culture of leadership at all levels 
within the organization and how that affects the business results. 

MODULE 4:   Creating long-term Business Value through Strategic HR
What is more important for the shareholders - short-terms profitability or long-term 
sustainable success? Test in practice how the mix of tangible and intangible assets 
creates the company market value. Understand how can the HR function performs to 
its strategic role by creating a dynamic link between the corporate strategy and people 
competencies.    

MODULE 5:   Delivering a Business Value through Corporate Projects  
What is the difference between project management and project leadership? Find 
out what affects the business value that the internal corporate project deliver and 
understand how to manage the satisfaction of all stakeholders within a project so that 
HR is considered as a strategic business partner.

MODULE 6:  Organizational Efficiency 
How the internal customer service mindset affects the external customer service quality? 
Realize which are the key factors of establishing an environment of effective internal and 
external customer service. Practice how to improve the weak links within the organization 
in order to decrease the critical conflict situations at all levels.



Which functions within the organization are cost centers and how is the HR 
function considered?

Learn how to identify critical elements affecting profitability and explore the 
cause-and-effect relationship between different key performance indicators 
at a corporate level.

Duration - 1 day

Experience: Business simulation 

“Apples&Oranges”TM

MODULE 1

KEY FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS  KPIs



KEY BUSINESS CONCEPTS IN THIS MODULE:
• Business finance (KPIs, balance sheet, profit and loss statement, cash flow and working 

capital);

• Contribution, Gross profit, EBIT, EBITDA, Net profit;

• Value drivers within the organization;

• Utilization of staff;

• Delivery efficiency;

• Tangible and intangible assets, Market value;

• Operations efficiency; 

• Continuous Improvement.

ACTIVITY
“Apples&Oranges“ - A world-class business simulation, internationally licensed by the 

Swedish company CELEMI. The simulation is part of the MBA programmes of 7 out of the 

top 10 universities in the world.

CONTENT STRUCTURE
• Introduction to the Academy. Review of the strategic HR Managers' business challenges.

• Conducting a world-class business simulation.

• Business analysis with a direct link to the HR function - impact and application in 

operational and strategic HR decisions.    

APPLICATION & ACTION CHALLENGE
Participants are challenged to complete suggested actions specific to the Business and 

Financial KPIs of their actual companies prior to Module 2: "Dynamic Business Strategy". 

CERTIFICATE
International business certificate 

of CELEMI – “Finance for non-finance”



Which are the key elements of a corporate strategy and what makes it successful 
in a rapidly changing marketplace?

Understand the big picture of how the business works and how the HR 
contributes.

DYNAMIC BUSINESS STRATEGY 

Duration - 2 days

Experience: Business simulation 

“Enterprise”TM

MODULE 2



KEY BUSINESS CONCEPTS IN THIS MODULE:
Attracting the right customers
• Customer needs, values and preferences;
• Customer segmentation;

Using resources wisely
• Tangible and intangible assets;
• Knowledge management;
• Shareholder value;
• Financial indicators, good and bad costs;

Prioritizing based on the right information
• Product lifecycle;

• Rolling forecast;
• Balanced scorecard;
• Capacity utilization;
• Benchmarking;

Staying competitive in a changing market
• Value propositions;
• Pricing and product portfolio;
• Positioning and branding;
• Operational efficiency;
• “Red and blue oceans”;
• Market intelligence.

ACTIVITY
“Enterprise“ – An strategic business simulation, internationally licensed by the Swedish 
company CELEMI. The simulation is part of the MBA programmes of 3 out of the top 10 
universities in the world. 

CONTENT STRUCTURE
• Introduction and strategic business challenges for the companies.
• Conducting a strategic business simulation where teams create strategies to compete for 
the same customers in a dynamic marketplace.  
• Business analysis with a direct link to the HR function - impact and application in 
operational and strategic HR decisions. 

APPLICATION & ACTION CHALLENGE
Prior to Module 3: "Leadership, Organizational culture and Business results" the participants 
are challenged to analyze certain strategic aspects of 
their real-life businesses, which will benefit them in the 
following modules and will help them retain the learning. 

CERTIFICATE
International business certificate 
of CELEMI – “Strategic Management” 



How you deliver is just as important and as what you deliver.  

Experience and understand which are the key mechanisms for creating a 
corporate culture of leadership at all levels within the organization and how that 
affects the business results. 

LEADERSHIP, ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND BUSINESS RESULTS 

Duration - 1 day

Experience: Behavior-based simulation 

“Excelleron”TM

MODULE 3



KEY BUSINESS CONCEPTS IN THIS MODULE:
• Organizational culture; 

• Value-based Leadership;

• Productivity pipe: Relationships-results;

• Norms and a productive working environment;

• "Blind spots" of the Leader;

• Sustainable business results;

• Company values;

• Managing relationships;

• Personal accountability towards the result. 

ACTIVITY
“Excelleron“ – A behavior-based business simulation, internationally licensed by the 

Canadian company Eagle's Flight. This simulation approach have been applied in more than 

50% of the Fortune 500 companies.

CONTENT STRUCTURE
• Challenges related organizational culture management. 

• Conducting a behavior-based business simulation to observe the cause-and-effect factors.  

• Business analysis with a direct link to the HR function - impact and application in 

operational and strategic HR decisions.  

APPLICATION & ACTION CHALLENGE
Prior to Module 4: "Creating long-term Business Value through Strategic HR" the participants 

are challenged to analyze certain aspects of the organizational culture in their companies, 

which will benefit them in the following modules and will help them retain the learning. 

CERTIFICATE
International business certificate 

of Eagle's Flight – “Value-based Leadership”



What is more important for the shareholders - short-terms profitability or long-
term sustainable success? 

Test in practice how the mix of tangible and intangible assets creates the company 
market value. Understand how can the HR function performs to its strategic role by 
creating a dynamic link between the corporate strategy and people competencies. 

Duration - 2 days

Experience: Business simulation 

“Tango”TM 

CREATING LONG-TERM BUSINESS VALUE THROUGH STRATEGIC HR

MODULE 4



KEY BUSINESS CONCEPTS IN THIS MODULE:
• Building shareholder value;

• Cascading corporate strategy to operational level;

• Attract and retain the right employees;

• Attract and retain the right customers;

• Capacity utilization;

• Growth of tangible and intangible assets;

• Develop offers, tools and processes for efficient delivery;

• Talent Management;

• Short term profit vs. long-term value;

• Monitoring balance sheets and KPIs;

• Organizational culture and employer branding;

• Headhunting and retention of employees and customers; 

• Brand image and reputation.

ACTIVITY
“Tango“ – A world-class business simulation, internationally licensed by the Swedish company 

CELEMI. The simulation is part of the MBA programmes of 7 out of the top 10 universities in the 

world.

CONTENT STRUCTURE
• Introduction and strategic business challenges to companies related to

building the right mix "clients-employees".

• Conducting a professional business simulation.

• Business analysis with a direct link to the HR function - impact and application in operational and 

strategic HR decisions.  

APPLICATION & ACTION CHALLENGE
Prior to Module 5: "Delivering Business Value through Corporate Projects" the participants are 

challenged to analyze certain aspects of the of Human resources 

function in their companies.

CERTIFICATE
International business certificate 

of CELEMI – “Success throught people”



What is the difference between project management and project leadership?

Find out what affects the business value that the internal corporate project 
deliver. Understand how to manage the satisfaction of all stakeholders within a 
project so that HR is considered as a strategic business partner. 

Duration - 1 day

Experience: Project-based business case   
“Cayenne”TM

DELIVERING BUSINESS VALUE THROUGH CORPORATE PROJECTS 

MODULE 5



KEY BUSINESS CONCEPTS IN THIS MODULE:
• Project stages;

• Different challenges in project stages / phases;

• Project Leadership and Project Management;

• Project Stakeholders;

• Identification and utilization of key performance measures;

• Signs and symptoms of potential pitfalls in projects;

• Prioritization and managing limited resources; 

• Problem solving in projects;

• Declining marginal effect of efforts and improvements;

• Business value of corporate projects.

ACTIVITY
“Cayenne“ – International business case study of the Swedish company CELEMI, already used 

in the MBA programmes of leading universities in the world. 

CONTENT STRUCTURE
• Introduction to corporate project challenges 

• Conducting professional project business case 

• Business analysis with a direct link to the HR function - impact and application in 

operational and strategic HR decisions.       

APPLICATION & ACTION CHALLENGE
Prior to Module 6: "Organizational Efficiency" the participants are challenged to analyze 

different key factors for project success in their companies. 

CERTIFICATE
International business certificate 

of CELEMI – “Securing project success”



How the internal customer service mindset affects the external customer 
service quality? 

Realize which are the key factors of establishing an environment of effective 
internal and external customer service. Practice how to improve the weak links 
within the organization in order to decrease the critical conflict situations at 
all levels.    

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFICIENCY 

Duration - 1 day

Experience: Behavior-based simulation 

“Promises, Promises!”TM

MODULE 6



KEY BUSINESS CONCEPTS IN THIS MODULE:
• Job and Role within the organization; 

• Organizational Efficiency;

• Communication process efficiency;

• Identifying the weak links within the system; 

• "Silo" thinking;

• Organizational resource management;

• Continuous improvements;

• Internal and external customer service.

ACTIVITY
“Promises, Promises!” – A behavior-based business simulation, internationally licensed by 

the Canadian company Eagle's Flight. This simulation approach have been applied in more 

than 50% of the Fortune 500 companies.

CONTENT STRUCTURE
• Introduction and Challenges to Organizational Efficiency.

• Conducting an interactive behavior-based business simulation.

• Business analysis with a direct link to the HR function - impact and application in 

operational and strategic HR decisions.       

APPLICATION & ACTION CHALLENGE
At the end of Module 6 the participants will receive а workbook which will help them to 

analyze some of the organizational efficiency factors in their companies, including the 

efficiency of the Human Resources department.  

CERTIFICATE
International business certificate 

of Eagle's Flight – “Organizational efficiency”.



WHAT YOU GET

Accelerated and practical 
learning on business acumen 

World-class know how 
The training tools used in each of the 

modules of the Academy are part of the 
MBA programmes of 7 out of the top 10 
universities in the world and are used 
by more than 50% of the Fortune 500 

companies.

Up-to-date and interactive format 
Each module is based on Experiential 

learning tools - Business simulations and 
behaviour-based simulations

Knowledge retention tools 
Additional information and tasks 

to practice after each module

International 
business certificates

Scholarships available
In Your Hands will grant up to three full 

scholarships, covering the participation fee. 
The scholarships are available to young HR 

professionals with proven potential and 
desire to grow in strategic HR.  

Professional Networking
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for successful participation in:
Official certificate

BUSINESS PARTNER
HR STRATEGIC

ACADEMY

after each of the Academy modules.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CERTIFICATES,
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ACADEMY
FACILITATOR

Pavel has a PhD degree in “Management and Economics" with a focus 

of HR management and motivation. His practical business experience 

was on management positions in Telecom and FMCG industries where 

has personally managed over 15 international projects for breaking 

into new markets on 5 continents. 

Pavel has facilitated over 1000 training sessions around the world – 

mostly on subject of strategic decision making and leadership. He has 

over 12 years experience as a facilitator of CELEMI AB, Sweden and 

Eagle's Flight, Canada.

Pavel Panov





in business simulations delivered by In Your Hands confirm 
that just in a couple of days they acquire amount of knowledge 
that usually would take months through traditional education. 

of the participants92%

WHAT OUR 
CUSTOMERS 

SAY ABOUT US



    We have a long-term partnership with In Your Hands based on their professional attitude 
towards every project we have collaborated on. They always built their solutions to specific 
needs and expectations and deliver them with high-quality materials and facilitators. The 
feedback from the colleagues who participated in their training programs have always been 
extremely positive.

   This team is highly motivated, professional and organized. They work with innovative ideas, 
applicable consulting and flexibility. The programs they use are well-known and tested 
worldwide, easy for understanding, very practical and tailored to meet all specific customers 
expectations. 

     We collaborate with In Your Hands on the development and implementation of our long-term 
Management Academy for our entire management board. The Academy is highly appreciated 
by all participants due to the personalized approach, strong commitment of the consultants 
and the valuable content of each module. Business and behavior-based simulations as well as 
the application sessions after the modules allow managers to bring a lot of easy applicable 
practices and management tools in their everyday job.

   The facilitators live every simulation with us. After each training with In Your Hands my 
employees and managers are highly motivated and inspired to practice the newly acquired 
knowledge in real world conditions. Simulations help us to think about issues that we face 
daily, but we don't have enough time to analyze and consider.

   The way of providing information and the opportunity for the participants to experience and 
realize their mistakes in the business environment, is what has always impressed me. The 
training make you think about your behavior and perceptions and how they affect your life. 

HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR
CARLSBERG, Bulgaria (FMCG company)

Human Resources Manager
ADASTRA, Bulgaria (IT company)

Chief Executive Officer
Teletek Electronics (Production company)

Chief Executive Officer
Maxcom (Production company)

Learning and Development Manager
А1, Bulgaria (Telecommunication company)

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“



differentiators

EXPERIENCE 
Our modern and 

innovative learning 
approaches allow 

participants to learn 
through experience.

Business 
simulations

Personalized 
training programs

Trained employees 
and managers

Over Over Over

50 100 35000+ =

of TOP 100 Bulgarian 
companies

We have collaborated 
with over 

60%
Returning 
customers

Over

70%
Satisfaction 
of participants

Over

90%

WHY IN YOUR HANDS

APPLICATION
Our tools, models 

and approaches are 
pragmatic and easy 
to use in practice 

immediately. 

RELEVANCE
Through stages of Discovery 

and Customization, we ensure 
that the participants will 

easily recognize their daily 
challenges.
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levels of learning

KNOWLEDGE 
We provide 

new knowledge 
as basis for 

development.

BUSINESS 
THINKING
We help you 

understand your role 
in the big picture of 

the business.

BEHAVIOR
We challenge 
your mindset 
and attitudes, 
and stimulate 

desired productive 
behaviors.

SKILLS
By using practical 

tools we give you the 
opportunity to turn 
your knowledge into 

skills. 

OUR APPROACH

DISCOVERY
We analyze 

our customers' 
challenges

RETENTION 
We encourage the use 
of all newly acquired 
knowledge and skills.

TRAINING
Professional 

training 
delivery

CUSTOMIZATION
We personalize 

the content to the 
Discovery findings
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The HR function deserves to have its place at the table of strategic management 

discussions, by proving the measurable business value that it delivers to the 

organization. The HR Strategic Business Partner Academy offers accelerated 

learning on business acumen and a holistic perpective towards all business 

functions, by providing the Big picture of a company and what makes the business 

successful. There emerges the strategic role of the HR function, since people are 

the key company resource that creates the success. During the Academy modules 

we will analyze how the HR should collaborate with each of the other busness 

functions while becoming a true strategic business partner of the business. 

Check for more DETAILED INFORMATION 

about the content of each module of HR Strategic 

Business Partner Academy and register NOW at 

our early-bird fares. 

Places are limited to 18!

MORE INFORMATION AND 
REGISTRATION AT: 

HRAcademy.inyourhands.bg

www.InYourHands.bg
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